Title:

In Fair Verona

(A series of businesses and newspaper headlines sets the scene)
Ancient grudge

NEW MUTINY

Civil blood makes civil hands unclean

Verona Today Extra

Verona Beach - Today

Violence erupted yesterday in the streets of Fair Verona Beach as the tension at Capitol and Montague did clash. "I warn a nation, Jerry. Premonitions vanish, not to return. Unanimously, they are as you not thus, with this inaudible, ominous, ominous, to trouble and disturb the Prince and set...

This same discussion proves between the many hands under urged suits of urged - and all that break out into a future.

Verona Beach - Wednesday

Violence erupted yesterday in the streets of Fair Verona Beach as the tension at Capitol and Montague did clash. "I warn a nation, Jerry. Premonitions vanish, not to return. Unanimously, they are as you not thus, with this inaudible, ominous, ominous, to trouble and disturb the Prince and set...

Let this discussion first be tried by light, and then your greatness shall commit a peace. Come, listen, you who would be content. Henceforth I charge you, so you have our favor, quite to forget this quarrel and the cause.

And you, my lords, remember where we are. In Verona, amongst a people urging

Prophets' Bullets

Thumder

Shoot forth the

Vendetta

They bleed

Private Grudge
Titles:

A Pair of Star Cross’d Lovers

Take Their Life

Fulgencio
Capulet
Juliet's Father
Gloria Capulet
Juliet's Mother

Ted Montague
Romeo's father

Caroline Montague
Romeo's mother
Captain Prince
Chief of Police

Dave Paris
The Governor's son

Mercutio Romeo's best friend
Titles (in quick succession):

Two Households

In Fair Verona

From Ancient Grudge
FROM ANCIENT GRUDGE

Break to New Mutiny

BREAK TO NEW MUTINY

Where Civil Blood

WHERE CIVIL BLOOD

Makes Civil Hands Unclean
From Forth the Fatal Loins

Of These Two Foes

A Pair of Star Cross'd Lovers
Take Their Life

William Shakespeare's
ROMEO + JULIET

_Title:_

The Montague boys
(A little branding of the two tribes)

Title:

The Capulet boys

Titles key characters continue:
Abra
A Capulet

A little more branding:

Benvolio Montague
Romeo’s cousin
Tybalt Capulet
Prince of Cats
Juliet's cousin